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Abstract  We present the indicators chosen for the 
determination of the quality of teacher’s work: their 
popularity, effectiveness and disposition. As part of an 
empirical research project, their suitability as indicators was 
examined. It was discussed if a significant change can occur 
in the teachers’ quality spontaneously or as a result of 
mentoring. To determine the popularity and effectiveness of 
the 71 teachers involved, we relied on the opinions of 4,150 
students, gathered by questionnaires. The teachers’ 
disposition was examined by the help of questionnaires. 
Interviews were conducted and lessons were observed. The 
quantitative and the individual, qualitative analyses of the 
teachers were combined. Based on factor analysis, it can be 
stated that popularity, effectiveness and positive disposition 
jointly characterize teachers performing high quality work. 
On the basis of the factor scores, the teachers examined 
were broken into three groups of different quality levels of 
work: good, medium and weak. The reliability and validity 
of the indicators could also be examined due to the 
longitudinal research. Reliability was characterised by the 
proportion of data that remained unchanged after 4 and 8 
years. The changes of the quality of teachers’ work were 
shown by the way of the sensitivity of the indicators. 
Spontaneous changes, as well as those induced by 
mentoring, were perceivable in the indicators. 

Keywords  Quality of Teachers’ Work, Teachers’ 
Personality Traits, Change, Mentoring 

1. Introduction
In the past twenty-five years there has been a series of 

reforms one after the other, concerning both the form and 
the substance of public education. The institutional structure, 
the content of the curriculum, as well as the system of 
secondary school leaving examination have all been 
overhauled. No significant changes were brought, however, 
concerning the efficiency of the education system, including 
the efficiency of teachers, and the performance of students 

did not improve either. 
Research in Hungary and internationally in the past 

decade has clearly shown that the enhancement of the 
quality of education can be primarily achieved through the 
quality of the teaching. [4, 15, 25] As a result, there’s an 
increased emphasis on research aimed at determining and 
improving the quality of the work of teachers. As the 
authors of this paper are professionals in charge of the 
education and in-service training of teachers, the questions 
of what the secret of good teaching is and how we can best 
help teacher trainees and practicing teachers in achieving 
this aim have come to the center of our attention. 

Our primary aim was to determine what indicators enable 
us to draw relevant conclusions on the quality of the work 
of teachers. We were looking for indicators on the basis of 
which the necessity to develop a teacher can be decided. 
Secondly, we intended to explore the factors influencing the 
quality of teachers’ work, so that we could identify the 
obstacles to the development of teacher trainees and 
practicing teachers, as well as to identify possible areas for 
development. Thirdly, we set as an objective the elaboration 
of methods with the use of which the quality of teachers’ 
work can be developed significantly, in a way also 
measurable from the perspective of students. 

In the present paper, we will discuss how we chose the 
indicators that can be used for measuring the quality of 
teachers’ work and how we can prove that these are suitable 
as indicators. 

We analyzed the available literature and collected the 
indicators that earlier research had found as relevant to 
determining the quality of teachers’ work. We provide a 
brief summary below of the thoughts and results most 
inspiring and serving as foundations for our research. 

In reviewing the available literature and the results of our 
earlier research projects, we discovered that the factors 
identified as virtues of the best and as criticism of the worst 
teachers can be put in three groups. 
 Cognitive elements
 Personality traits
 Affective factors
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In the following, we will review some of the relevant 
findings and results as related to each group. 

1.1. Cognitive Elements and Good Teaching 

In the middle of the 20th century it was believed that the 
learning and perfection of the skills to be used in 
classrooms, such as the number of connective words and the 
order in which rules and examples are presented, can 
significantly improve the efficiency of teachers. [2, 14]  

Others considered the way of thinking and the decisions 
of the teacher [35] as the conditions of the efficient work 
and results achieved by teachers.  

Many believe that the preparation of teachers for their 
lessons and the methods they use are very important for the 
success of their activity. [22-24]  

It was hoped that reflective, or self–reflective thinking 
would result in teachers’ permanent self-development [20, 
34], which would help with their effectiveness and ability to 
maintain their propensity to innovation, and would make it 
possible to develop their activities as teachers throughout 
their careers.  

From the characteristics of the individuals that 360 
students surveyed identified as the best and worst of their 
teachers’, the group of the cognitive elements was also 
taking shape. Their frequency of occurrence in the 
characterizations of good teachers was 44.5%, which can be 
subdivided into two subgroups: pedagogical virtues (35.5%) 
and knowledge of the specialized subject matter (9%). In 42% 
of the cases, it is a factor in one of these two groups of 
cognitive factors to which we can trace back why students 
consider an individual a bad teacher. [37] The figure below 
shows that the students assign significance to these factors. 
(Figure 1.) 

 

Figure 1.  The causes of the excellence of teachers according to students 

1.2. The Significance of Personality 

Early research projects examining the work of teachers 
already emphasized that it was the function of the personal 
characteristics of teachers whether they were able to raise 

the interest of their students and improve their performance. 
The importance of personality was also emphasized by 
Rogers [29], who considered congruence, the acceptance of 
ourselves and others as having outstanding importance. 

According to Allport [3], the teacher is a mature 
personality only with sufficient self-knowledge, humor, as 
well as own aims, and the capability of performing different 
tasks, accepting the opinions of others and maintaining a 
close rapport with them. Other important components also 
include trust and a tolerance of frustration. 

The paper by Hamachek [17], based on the opinions of 
students, found that in terms of good teachers, 51% of 
students underlined helpfulness and 40% emphasized humor. 
In addition, they also considered humanity as an important 
characteristic feature. Bad teachers, by contrast, were seen 
as withdrawn, having difficulties with explaining things and 
abusing their power. 

Also on the basis of students’ opinions, Clark [5] 
highlighted four indispensable characteristics of teachers: 
knowing and respecting students, encouraging and leading. 

The students involved in our earlier research projects 
attributed a 56% importance to personality in determining 
who becomes a good or a bad teacher. Within the above, 
moral elements, cultural dominance, humor and emotional 
acceptance play the main roles, and in case of teachers 
considered as bad also emotional rejection. [37] Emotional 
acceptance and rejection represent a significant weight, 
accounting for 50% of the personality-dependent factors, 
and therefore, we will treat this as a separate group in the 
following. 

1.3. Affective Factors and the Quality of Teachers 

We must note that research projects as well as authors 
emphasizing the significance of personality often refer to 
the strength of the teacher’s personality for creating 
relationships and for accepting students as factors making 
cooperation possible There are also researchers according to 
whom the effectiveness of such cognitive elements as 
educational methods are established by the positive 
teacher-student relationship. [1, 6, 28, 31, 40]  

The school of affective psychology and pedagogy, which 
has been gaining strength in recent years, places the 
emotional elements determining the effectiveness of the 
teaching and learning, and of the cooperation between 
teacher and student, in the center of attention. [16] 

Although most experts do not dispute the importance of 
the teacher-student relationship, little attention is devoted to 
its development, for example, in teacher training. One of the 
reasons may be the determination of this relationship by 
affective elements that are hard to access and to change. An 
attempt to interfere with affective elements results in strong 
averting mechanisms. [36] 

As mentioned above, the students participating in our 
earlier research projects attributed special significance to 
emotional acceptance, or in case of bad teachers, to the lack 
of emotional acceptance. The proportion of such factors is 
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nearly 30% in the background of good teaching (Figure 1.) 
and 13% in the background of becoming a bad teacher. [37] 
Its importance is inherent in the fact that this is a basic 
condition of human relationships, including teacher-student 
relationships. 

1.4. The Indicators of Teacher Quality and the 
Influencing Factors 

Summarizing the indicators of teaching quality is defined 
in the following. 

The purpose of most research projects is to understand 
how the teacher and his/her activities contribute to the 
development of students and the improvement of their 
knowledge. It is a social expectation toward teachers that 
they should induce a positive change, development in 
knowledge, attitudes and degree of socialization of their 
students. Therefore, the quality of teachers’ work is partly 
revealed by the performance of their students.  

Teachers’ profiles show that the characteristics of 
outstanding teachers – with the exception of humor, moral 
and cultural dominance [7, 37] – as well as their 
pedagogical virtues can be so diverse that those aspects 
cannot be used as indicators. For example, teachers rated 
professionally the highest include strict and lenient teachers, 
as well as both those maintaining a close relationship with 
students and those keeping an objective, work-focused 
distance. Some great teachers use frontal instructions, 
others use cooperative methods; some use 
info-communication devices in the classroom, while others 

do not, etc. Therefore, we narrowed the number of possible 
indicators to as few as possible, and strove to define 
indicators that do not force teachers to adopt behaviors or 
methods alien to their character in order to appear good. 

It is important to note that a common feature shared by 
all teachers considered to be good was that their 
relationship with their students is positive, in some cases 
objective, but never negative or offensive. (Figure 2.) 
Teachers considered to be bad by students, however, were 
not able to establish a positive relationship with their 
students. [11, 37] 

It is beyond doubt today that an accepting, positive 
teacher-student relationship is one of the preconditions of 
efficient teaching and learning [8, 18, 27, 30, 32, 38]; 
therefore, we considered teachers’ popularity by students as 
an indicator of the quality of their work. 

A sense of success, experienced from time to time, and 
the accompanying good disposition are conditions of the 
efficient work from the point of view of the teachers and of 
successful learning from the point of view of the students 
[8-10, 21, 26]. Therefore,, we assumed that the quality of 
teachers’ work is also manifested in the fact if the teachers 
and their students experience flow during classroom 
activities. 

The popularity, efficiency of the teacher, as well as the 
students’ and the teachers’ disposition were, therefore, 
defined as indicators of the quality of the teacher’s work. 

The factors influencing teacher quality were selected 
from the above mentioned cognitive elements, characteristic 
traits and affective factors. 

 
Figure 2.  The relationship between students and their teachers considered as the best and the worst teachers 
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Figure 3.  The concept of the research project: the indicators of the quality of the work of teachers, as well as its influencing factors 

Cognitive elements included preparedness, the teaching 
methods used, as well as self-reflection. From among the 
personality traits, we endeavored to examine the factors 
highlighted by the students: moral, humor and cultural 
dominance. From the affective factors, we intended to 
examine the special characteristics of the teacher-student 
relationship, such as the inspiring nature of cooperation 
with the students, the extent of identification with the 
students, the mutual acts of occasional meanness between 
teachers and students, and consistency. (Figure 3.) 

The hypotheses and the tools of the research project are 
built on the aspects outlined in the figure. In the present 
paper we only focused on the indicators, and will report on 
our findings related to the influencing factors later. 

2. Hypotheses, Methods and the Sample 
In the course of the research project, we aimed to 

examine the hypotheses and answer the question below: 
 There is a positive link between the popularity, 

efficiency and disposition of teachers. 
 The popularity, efficiency and disposition of the 

teachers are jointly suitable to determine the quality 
of the work of teachers. 

 On the basis of the indicators, marked difference 
may be found between teachers. 

 Are the indicators suitable to detect changes in the 
quality of teachers’ work, which are either 
spontaneous or the result of conscious 
improvement? 

In order to determine the level of acceptance and 
efficiency, as well as the disposition of students related to 
the classes taught by the teacher, primarily students’ 
opinions, but also their academic results were needed. The 
teachers also had to be asked in order to obtain information 
on their own disposition. We found it important to conduct 
personal interviews with the teachers examined and also to 
see the actual classroom activities of at least some of them. 
As a result, we were able to examine the teachers from three 

points of view: the perspective of the students, their own 
perspective, and the independent point of view of the 
researcher/mentor. 

We have developed and tested the questionnaires and the 
interview draft used for surveying the students and the 
teachers. [12, 13, 38] The questionnaires were completed by 
the participants in a printed version. 

We made an effort to get to know the opinions of all 
students taught by the teachers examined. We used 
anonymous questionnaires to obtain the opinions of the 
large number of students, and supervised the completion of 
these questionnaires personally. 

The student questionnaire contained questions pertaining 
to the popularity, as well as the effectiveness of the teacher.  

The effectiveness of the teachers was measured by 
several factors: 
 grades received in the subject; 
 the classroom activity of the students; 
 the attitudes of the teachers to the subjects. 

Since we recorded the above data in the first and the third 
quarters of the year as well, the effectiveness could also be 
characterized by the changes that occurred in the course of 
the teacher-student cooperation, including: 

 the changes in the grades earned in the subject; 
 the changes in the classroom activity of the 

students; 
 the changes in the attitudes to the subjects of the 

teacher examined. 

Students had to evaluate their teachers on a five-grade 
scale, where five was the best and one was the worst grade. 

In addition, the questionnaire included a flow 
questionnaire consisting of nine items to determine the 
extent of flow, apathy and anxiety experienced by the 
students taught by a given teacher. [26] 

The distribution of the students participating in the 
survey according to grades is shown in the figure below. 
(Figure 4.) 
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Figure 4.  The distribution of the students according to grades 

The disposition of the teachers was surveyed with the use 
of a flow questionnaire identical with the one used with 
students, incorporated into the teachers’ questionnaire that 
was developed for the examination of the factors 
influencing the quality of teaching. Thus, it became possible 
to see the proportions of flow, apathy and anxiety 
characterizing the classes taught by a teacher from the 
perspective of both the teacher and his or her students. 

The background variables related to teachers included 
their age, the number of years spent in the profession, their 
sex, and the type of the subject taught. We entered and 
analysed the data collected from the teachers and the 
students ourselves. The data gathered were subjected to 
descriptive and mathematical statistical analysis by SPSS 
software. 

We did not hope to understand the problems and changes 
connected to the quality of the teachers’ work from the 
quantitatively analyzable data, but from a more in-depth 
knowledge of the teachers. 

All of the above was supplemented by lesson 
observations and their analysis together with the teachers, 
since the quality of teaching is validly manifested not only 
in the classroom, but also in the social space consisting of 
the teacher and the students. Thus we were also able to get 
an insight into the joint work and mutually formed 
experiences of the teacher and their students. On the other 
hand, our observations offered an opportunity to refine and 
often also to explain what could be learned about the 
teachers from their self-evaluation and on the basis of their 
students’ opinions. 

We also conducted half-structured interviews with some 
of the best and worst-performing teachers, as well as some 
showing significant change. We have subjected the audio 
recordings prepared at the interviews to an analysis of 
content, including the use of words, the specific content of 
the text, the symbols used, as well as the 
metacommunication observed during the interview. 

The individual steps of the research project and order in 
which the data collection tools were used is shown in the 
figure below. (Figure 5.) 

 
Figure 5.  The process of determining the quality of teachers’ work 

In order to obtain evidence for the reliability and validity 
of the quality indicators of teachers’ work, we carried out a 
longitudinal, follow-up survey. For this reason, with the 
application of the research concept and the set of tools 
described above, we surveyed the entire teaching faculty of 
a school in Budapest in 2006, 2010 and 2014. After the data 
were recorded, there was no intervention in the work of the 
teachers. On the basis of the data of teachers who 
participated in the survey two or three times, the 
spontaneous development of the quality of their work could 
be examined. 

In our center, we are training teachers of engineering, 
who do their teaching practices in secondary schools 
affiliated with our university. We offered these six 
secondary schools the opportunity to have the quality of the 
work of their teaching faculty examined with the use of the 
system we have developed. One of these technical 
secondary schools decided to use this opportunity, where all 
members of the teaching faculty agreed to participate in the 
research project. 

We offered our students with engineering degrees, 
participating in our teacher training programme and 
working as teachers in secondary schools, the opportunity 
to have the quality of their work as teachers surveyed. 
Through this opportunity, seven teachers voluntarily joined 
the research project in 2010. After determining the quality 
of their teaching, we provided them with feedback on the 
results, including the possible problems, and then 
performed conscious development interventions, including 
personalized, individual mentoring. 
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Figure 6.  The development of the quality of teaching using mentoring, 
and the examination of the suitability of the indicators 

The changes were monitored for 2 to 5 years with data 
collection from the students twice a year. The last data 

collection took place in April 2015. 
In the following, the characteristics of the teachers 

participating in the research programme can be seen. 
(Figure 7-10.) 

 

Figure 7.  The distribution of the teachers examined according to gender 

Table 1.  The time schedule of the research and the number of persons involved in the survey 

 

 
The number of respondents 

[persons] 
Students Teachers 

2004- 2006 Preliminary surveys 360 - 
2006 The survey of the entire faculty of 

teachers of a specific secondary school 
in Budapest based on data collected 

from all students of the school 

There were no development 
interventions between the individual 

surveys. 

375 31 
2010 409 35 

2014 250 41 

2010- 2015 
Among teachers voluntarily requesting 

the surveying of the quality of their 
work and all their students 

Intentional, targeted interventions 
and mentoring was carried out 

depending on the quality of teaching 
measured. 

3,116 7 

 ∑ 4,150 71* 

*There were teachers who participated in the survey two or three times, but they were only taken into consideration in the summation of the 
results once. 

 
Figure 8.  The distribution of the teachers examined according to the type of subject taught 
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Figure 9.  The distribution of the teachers participating in the research project according to age 

 

Figure 10.  The distribution of the participating teachers according to the time spent with teaching 

3. Findings 
Based on our hypotheses, popularity, efficiency and good 

disposition jointly characterize the good quality work of 
teachers. The examination of the above was carried out with 
factor analysis, as well as the examination of 
interrelationships and differences, as described below. 

3.1. Relationships of Indicators 

The conditions of the factor analysis were fulfilled 
inasmuch that the number of cases was at least five times 
the number of variables and the variables showed an 
approximately normal distribution (KMO=0.83). The 
variables in the calculations were the teachers’ popularity, 
the students’ grades, their classroom activity, attitudes to the 
subject, the flow indicator of the students, as well as the 
flow indicator of the teachers. On the basis of the results of 

the factor analysis, these variables are concentrated in a 
single factor, which explains 68.5% of the variance. This 
means that the hypothesis was correct.  

Relying on the results of the factor analysis, on the basis 
of the factor points belonging to each individual, the 
teachers examined belong to three, markedly different 
groups. We will call them here the groups of teachers 
performing good, average and poor quality work. In the 
following, when we mention teachers being the 
good/successful, bad/unsuccessful or middle-range of 
teachers, we refer to them as a member of one of the above 
three groups. 

We could not find any significant differences between the 
groups in relation to the number of years that their members 
had spent working as teachers. The quality of teaching is 
not determined by the amount of teaching experience 
teachers possess. 
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Figure 11.  The ranking of the teachers according to successfulness on the basis of the factor points 

Based on calculations carried out with the 
Mann–Whitney test, the differences are significant between 
each indicator of successful and unsuccessful teachers: 
• students’ latest grades in the subject of the teacher 

examined (p=0.0001); 
• the change in student-performance (p=0.0001); 
• students’ classroom activity (p=0.0001); 
• the current attitude towards the teacher’s subject 

(p=0.0001); 
• the change in the attitude towards the subject 

(p=0.001); 
• the indicator of students’ sense of flow, apathy and 

anxiety (p=0.0001). 

The indicators showing the results of successful teachers 
at p<0.05 level are significantly more favorable than the 
same figures in the middle range in case of the apathy 
indicator. At p<0.01 level they achieved significantly higher 
results in terms of students’ most recent grades, their 
attitudes toward the subject and their flow indicators. 

With the exception of the changes in student-performance, 
measured by the grades and the anxiety of the students, all 
indicators of the teachers in the middle range were 
consistently better than those in the group of unsuccessful 
teachers. 

According to the examination of differences 
(Mann–Whitney test), and based on the data of the flow 
questionnaire, there is no significant difference in the flow 
and apathy indicators between teachers performing good 
and poor quality work. At the same time, anxiety related to 
the teaching activity was significantly less characteristic 
among successful teachers than in case of their unsuccessful 
colleagues (p=0.02) or those in the middle range (p=0.003).  

The interviews and the lesson observations have made it 
clear that there is a significant difference between the 
disposition of unsuccessful and successful teachers. In our 
opinion, this difference cannot be identified in the 
dimensions of flow and apathy because the teachers did not 
have the option to remain anonymous when completing the 
questionnaires. They knew that the questionnaires would be 
subjected to individual analysis, and the protection of their 

self-image, increased the dissimulation pressure. In such a 
situation it would be difficult for a teacher to admit that he 
or she is not enjoying teaching, or is actually bored by it. 

Coinciding with the conclusions of research projects [11, 
15, 24, 31] finding no links between the age of the teacher 
and the number of years spent in the profession on the one 
hand and his or her efficiency and success on the other 
according to our calculations no connections could be 
established between the above-mentioned characteristics 
and popularity or efficiency, or with the teachers’ and 
students’ disposition, as established on the basis of the flow 
questionnaire.  

Using the method of cross-table analysis, we examined 
whether there was any connection between the type of the 
subject taught (i.e. arts and humanities, science, technical or 
other professional subjects) and the quality of the teacher’s 
work. According to our findings, no such connection could 
be established either. 

We also attempted to determine with the use of 
cross-table analysis whether the sex of the teacher plays a 
role in the quality of teaching. Based on the calculations it 
cannot be claimed that members of either sex would be 
more frequent among teachers performing their work in 
good, bad or average quality. 

3.2. The Reliability and Validity of the Indicators 

In the present paper we intended to examine if the factors 
we used to determine the quality of the work of teachers are, 
in fact, indicators. For this purpose, we had to prove their 
reliability and validity. The former is best served if we carry 
out longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses of 
teacher-quality. Evidence for the latter can be obtained if we 
explore the causes of the changes in the quality of teachers’ 
work and examine whether indicators would show a 
conscious change effecting the quality of teaching.  

Differences between data from the various classes cannot 
be shown with the use of a Mann–Whitney test. When 
reading the characterizations of individual teachers, 
occasionally extremely negative or positive opinions can be 
discovered; however, they do not change the overall image, 
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which is identical in case of lessons taught by a teacher 
during the same period of time. 

In case of teachers who participated in the research 
project twice it was possible to observe how the quality of 
their work changed over the period of four to eight years. 
No conscious development intervention concerning these 
teachers was made on our part. 

According to our results, the quality of teaching 
measured with the use of our indicators remained stable 
also over the course of four or eight years, with only 
minimal strengthening or weakening observed, but with the 
exception of a single individual, none of the teachers were 
able to change their original category. For example, there 
was a very close and significant positive correlation 
between the popularity of teachers, as determined in the 
course of the 2006 and 2010 surveys (r=0.734 p<0.01). We 
came to a similar conclusion in connection with the students’ 
classroom activity (r2006-2010=0.448 p=0.032) and their 
attitudes to the subjects concerned (r2006-2010=0.515 
p=0.012). [11] According to the Wilcoxon test, the quality 
of teachers’ work had a very high probability (p<0.01) of 
being the same in the course of the surveys every four 
years. 

We have also observed that some fundamental changes 
have taken place in the activities of certain teachers, 
considered as good or bad, between the various moments in 
time. Some, for example, introduced new methods, or 
changed the manner in which they designed their lessons. 
Still, the overall quality of their work as teachers remained 
unchanged. 

We only measured a significant change in the quality of 
the work of a single individual. The most rejected teacher 
characterized by the weakest quality of work improved and 
came up to the middle range. Her acceptance and 
effectiveness showed a significant positive change.   
(Table 2.) She told us in the interview that she had struggled 
with serious health issues, and these have also significantly 
changed her outlook on teaching. For a long time she had 
also filled an administrative role in the school, and after her 
accident she realized that she had wanted to match up to the 
expectations in this role so much that she had increasingly 
thought of teaching as a burden; her attention had turned 
away from the students, and she had taught her lessons with 
a minimum level of preparation and investment of energy. 
After she recovered from her accident, this proportion was 
reversed, and now teaching and supporting students are in 
the center of her attention, and she considers her other tasks 

as secondary. In our earlier conversation she had said that 
20-25% of the students were not even worth dealing with, 
because due to their lack of interest, they would not develop, 
despite the efforts of the teacher. In her words: “They are 
not interested in anything, and this creates a lot of tensions 
in me. Even though I don’t experience this as a failure, I am 
extremely upset about it.” By contrast, now she believes: “I 
know that the development will happen sooner or later, I am 
just waiting for it very impatiently. And if necessary, I 
devote the whole class session to it, as well as time outside 
the classroom. If I had enough time and energy, I am certain 
that almost everyone could be helped.” 

The change of the grades alone in themselves does not 
prove that a change occurred in the work of the teacher; 
however, if we also take into consideration that the 
classroom activity of the students and their attitudes 
towards the subject also changed in a similar direction and 
extent, we can believe in the possibility of change. 

After data collection, we provided feedback to the seven 
teachers having joined the research project in 2010: we 
called their attention to possible problems and offered them 
the opportunity of individualized mentoring. Two of them 
could be characterized by outstanding, three with average, 
and two with weak quality of teaching work. 

We identified and clarified the problems while observing 
lessons and conducting interviews. In the course of these, 
we aimed to determine whether the root of the problems is 
on the level of cognitive, affective or personality elements. 
Subsequently, the teachers received personalized, individual 
improvement with the use of the mentoring method 
developed by us [36]. In case of teachers in the successful 
and the middle-range group, we started the mentoring 
process with concentrating on the cognitive elements. On 
the basis of results of the research project not discussed in 
this paper, in the case of teachers with a weak quality of 
work the affective factors were placed in the center. Due to 
averting mechanisms, the change of those teachers required 
an approach and technique based on the change theory of 
Lewin [33] and Watzlawick – Weakland – Fisch [39]. The 
mentoring lasted between 0.5 and 1.5 years, as needed, and 
the work of the teachers was followed up by data collection 
for 2 to 5 years. 

We were curious if a change could be induced that would 
also be manifested in the indicators, and if there was a 
possible movement between the groups of good, 
middle-range and poor quality teachers. (Table 3.) 

Table 2.  The change in the popularity and efficiency of teacher no. 1233 between 2006 and 2010 (5 is the positive, 1 is the negative endpoint of the scale) 

 October 
2006 

November 
2010 

Popularity 1.00 3.00 
The grades of the students in the subject 2.82 4.25 

Classroom activity of students 2.32 4.00 
The attitude of students towards the subject 1.45 3.75 
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Table 3.  The starting indicators of mentored teachers (5 is the positive, 1 is the negative endpoint of the scale) 

 Teachers doing good 
quality work Middle range Teachers doing poor 

quality work 

Code number of teacher no. 3101 no. 3104 no. 
3202 no. 3102 no. 3201 no. 3103 no. 3105 

Popularity 4.2 4.1 3.8 3.9 3.6 2.7 2.9 

Students’ grades 4.1 3.9 3.6 2.5 3.6 3.0 2.9 

Students’ classroom activity  3.7 3.9 3.4 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.2 

The attitude of the students  
towards the subject 4.0 4.2 3.8 3.2 3.0 3.0 2.7 

Table 4.  The indicators of the mentored teachers after the first development experiment (5 is the positive, 1 is the negative endpoint of the scale) 

 Middle range Teachers doing poor quality work 

Code number of teacher 
no. 3202 ← no. 3102 ← no. 3201 → no. 3103 ← no. 3105 

2010 2011/1 2010 2011/1 2010 2011/1 2010 2011/1 2010 2011/1 

Popularity 3.8 4.2 3.9 4.3 3.6 3.2 2.7 3.2 2.9 3.0 

Students’ grades 3.6 3.4 2.5 2.9 3.6 2.9 3.0 3.2 2.9 2.7 

Students’ classroom activity  3.4 3.6 3.2 3.4 3.0 2.9 3.0 3 3.2 2.9 
The attitude of the students  

towards the subject 3.8 3.9 3.2 3.7 3.0 2.7 3.0 3.4 2.7 3.0 

Table 5.  The indicators of the mentored teachers after the second development experiment (5 is the positive, 1 is the negative endpoint of the scale) 

Code number of teacher 
no. 3201 no. 3105 

2010 2011/1 2011/2 2010 2011/1 2011/2 

Popularity 3.6 3.2 3.7 2.9 3.0 3.6 

Students’ grades 3.6 2.9 3.6 2.9 2.7 3.2 

Students’ classroom activity  3.0 2.9 3.3 3.2 2.9 3.7 
The attitude of the students  

towards the subject 3.0 2.7 3.2 2.7 3.0 3.3 

 

The first development experiment, focusing on cognitive 
elements, brought some changes that could be seen in the 
indicators. Two teachers, initially in the middle range, 
showed positive development also perceivable in the 
indicators. In case of one teacher in the middle range, who 
was struggling with psychological problems during the 
interview, we measured a significant deterioration of the 
results despite the cognitive intervention. (Table 4.) 

The development of the cognitive elements has brought 
significant results in case of only one of the teachers whose 
work was measured as having a poor quality, while the 
work of the other one (no. 3105) still has poor quality. The 
mentoring of this teacher, as well as the one whose 
performance deteriorated from the middle-range (no. 3201), 
continued for another half year, concentrating on the 
affective factors, and had the results shown in the Table 5. 

Following their work we found that the success of the 
individual, personalized development of the affective 
elements could be seen in both the popularity of the 
teachers and the performance of their students. The changes 
could only be confirmed by the findings of lesson 
observations. 

Therefore, on the basis of the individual-level analysis of 
the teachers, the factors used as indicators were sensitive to 

changes occurring in the quality of their work. 

4. Discussion 
Their results confirmed all of the hypotheses. In the 

following, we briefly summarize these. 
1. There is a positive link between the popularity, 

efficiency and disposition of teachers. 
The variables in the factor analysis were the teachers’ 

popularity, the students’ grades, their classroom activity, 
attitudes to the subject, flow indicator, as well as the flow 
indicator of the teachers. On the basis of the results, these 
variables are concentrated in a single factor, which explains 
68.5% of the variance. 
2. The popularity, efficiency and disposition of the 

teachers are jointly suitable for determining the quality 
of the work of teachers. 

We observed the lessons of several (19) teachers 
including those placed in the categories of teachers 
performing good and bad quality work, as well as those in 
the middle tier. The experiences gained from these 
confirmed in all cases the qualities of teachers determined 
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on the basis of the results of the calculation. Further, in 
most cases, they also provided explanations for possible 
problems and served as starting points for the development. 
3. On the basis of the indicators, a marked difference 

may be found between teachers. 
On the basis of the factor points belonging to each 

individual, the teachers examined belong to three, markedly 
different groups: the groups of teachers performing good, 
average and poor quality work. 
4. Are the indicators suitable for sensing changes in the 

quality of the work of teachers, which are either 
spontaneous or the result of conscious development? 

The longitudinal nature of the research project, as well as 
the in-depth analysis of the activities of the individual 
teachers made it possible to determine that the indicators 
used by us are sensitive to the changes in the quality of the 
teachers’ work. Whether a significant change occurred 
spontaneously or as the result of conscious, targeted 
development can be identified in the indicators, and 
especially in those based on information from the students. 

In the course of the research project, we have noticed 
limitations of the use of certain tools. 

On the basis of data received from the pupils, we can 
clearly outline a group of successful and unsuccessful 
teachers, as well as a middle-tier group in between; at the 
same time, the research tools building on teachers’ 
self-descriptions, and flow questionnaires seem to offer 
many opportunities for the respondent’s “façade-protecting” 
behaviour.  Consequently, the differences between the 
teachers seem to be less significant. Also contributing to 
this fact was that while pupils were able to respond 
anonymously, the same opportunity was not available in 
case of teachers. 

The data thus collected should be treated with 
reservations, yet they are necessary in the development 
process for getting to know the self-image of teachers or the 
image intended to be conveyed. 

The demand for getting an in-depth knowledge of the 
work of some of the teachers put a higher value on data that 
can be evaluated with qualitative procedures and the 
consequences that can be derived from them. When 
compared against the results of the calculations, the data 
gained and interpreted though qualitative methods served as 
reinforcement or refutation. The differences between the 
results of statistical calculations, the indicators and 
metaphors, as well as the findings of interviews and lesson 
observations shed light on the weak points of teachers 
hidden by defensive mechanisms, and consequently also on 
the areas to be developed. The combination of the 
qualitative and quantitative allowed a deeper analysis and 
understanding of the defining elements of teachers' 
successfulness. 

The surveying of the quality of the teachers’ work and 
their personalized mentoring are ongoing activities of ours. 
Thus, the number of teachers and students involved in the 

research is continuously increasing. This increase in the 
number of elements helps us examine the connections 
identified so far to be examined also on a larger sample. 
Further, our knowledge of factors hindering the good 
quality work of teachers, as well as their effect mechanism 
and the possibilities for efficient development. 

5. Conclusions 
The aim of our paper was to present the indicators found 

suitable by our research to describe the quality of teachers’ 
work and the changes in such quality. 

In order to determine the quality of teachers’ work, we 
primarily relied on the opinions of the students, who 
participate in the social space created jointly with their 
teachers, and are thus competent at evaluating the effect that 
social space has on them. Based on the factor analysis, we 
were able to prove our hypothesis that popularity, 
effectiveness and positive disposition jointly characterize 
teachers performing good quality work. On the basis of the 
factor points, we placed the teachers examined in three 
markedly different groups: those who perform excellent 
quality work, the middle range characterized by average 
quality, and the group of teachers performing poor quality 
work. 

The reliability of the indicators was supported by the fact 
that the data recorded simultaneously in different classes 
showed significant coincidence in case of the same teacher. 
Furthermore, the characterizations of the teachers and the 
influence they have on students were also substantially 
identical when re-examined after a period of 4 or 8 years. 

The sensitivity of the indicators was reinforced. The 
spontaneous changes in the quality of the teachers’ work, as 
well as those induced by mentoring, appeared in the 
indicators. 

We found that teachers were not able to change the 
quality of their work fundamentally; by contrast, 
individualized mentoring was effective. This also confirms 
that our mentoring method developed for the individualized 
development of teachers is suitable to achieve fundamental 
changes in the quality of teachers’ work. 
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